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Overview
The Cyclapse is a camera housing developed specifically for long term time-lapse photography.
The Cyclapse is designed to protect an SLR camera and related electronics in long term outdoor or
other challenging environments.
This product guide is intended to describe the camera housing and it's related mounting options.
There is a separate product guides for the Harbortronics time-lapse systems that incorporate this
housing.

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Very compact, yet will accommodate almost any SLR camera.
Airtight / Watertight. Designed for NEMA 6 / IP67 classification.
White Powder coat finish to minimize solar heat build-up.
Noncorroding materials.
Interior steel bands for magnetically attached accessories.
Sloped base design allows view of rear camera screen while installed in housing.
Lid design shaped to shed water and snow even with a substantial tilt.
Metal housing and fiberglass lid will withstand outdoor environments around the world.
Lid is transparent to radio signals, allowing use of internally protected radios and antennas.
Window frame has smooth features to minimize turbulent air deposition of dust and snow.
Latches are lockable and adjustable.
Optical quality borosilicate window, with anti-reflective coating on interior surface.
Housing incorporates mounting points on bottom and sides.
Multiple mounting options have been developed to suit most installation needs.

Cyclapse Housing mounted on Flat Plate Mounting
Arm, using Cyclapse Ball Head Mount -Bolt
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Cyclapse Housing
Part # 000292, USD $799, 5.22 lbs [2.37 kg]
cyclapse.com/000292/drawing.pdf
cyclapse.com/000292/animation.mp4
Safety Classification: Not yet submitted for safety agency testing, but designed for IP67 / NEMA 6
Dimensions

10.9” [275mm] wide, 7.92” [200mm] tall
9.0” [230mm] Outside diameter
3.75” [95mm] Window diameter
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Base
The Cyclapse housing base is made from
aluminum: formed, machined, welded and powder
coated. The base should withstand dents and dings
without affecting the performance of the housing. If
the lip of the base is bent, the seal may be
compromised until the lip is reshaped. Given that
the base is made from aluminum, there will be no
corrosion even if the coating is scratched.
A white coating provides reflection of visible light
and emission of infrared, which will keep the
housing much cooler than a bare metal surface.
The powder coated base can be painted if needed
for camouflage in the field, or to display custom graphics.
The interior sides of the housing are fitted with steel bands, which can be used to magnetically
attach electronic devices, tools, etc., positioning them to fit best with the installed equipment.
The window is made from borosilicate optical
glass. There are minimal stresses in this glass,
permitting use with polarized filters. The inside
surface has an anti-reflective coating to reduce
interior light reflections into the lens. The outside
surface of the window is not coated, preventing any
optical issue with gradual coating erosion over
time, or concerns over cleaning solutions.
Borosilicate is a very durable material, and the
window should remain free of scratches for many
years in most outdoor environments.
The mounting points along the bottom are stainless
steel, and use ¼-20 threads, common to
photography equipment world-wide.

External Cabling
The housing will typically be used in
applications that require external power, such
as solar panels. Harbortronics can provide the
housing with a hole in the back of the housing
for this use. A single hole of 5/8” (16mm)
diameter with a 1” (25mm) annular ring
flattened around the hole can be installed for
USD $35, but other variations can be quoted.
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Lid
The lid is molded fiberglass with a gel coat finish. It is designed with a generous overlap for drip
protection, even when mounted at a 45 degree angle, and is hemispherical in shape to prevent
accumulation of snow, dirt, ice, or bird nests!
Note that fiberglass is transparent at most radio frequencies, so radio electronics may be used inside
the housing. The camera can make use of a WiFi memory card for instance, a cellular modem could
be included, as well as GPS receivers. Antennas, or even complete radio modules can be attached
to the inside surface of the lid as needed.
The gel-coated fiberglass surface may be sanded and painted if needed. The gasket is well
protected, but remains easy to clean of dust or grit.

Latch
The lid is secured to the housing using adjustable captive clamps
which will accommodate small padlocks with a shackle diameter
up to 3/16” (4.75mm). A replaceable clevis pin is included to retain
the lid, and allow the lid to hinge on either side of the housing, as
best oriented for your installation.
Please note that over-adjustment of the latch screws may cause
damage to the lid, and compress the seal permanently. A good seal
does not require an overly tight latch! The urethane seal material
is very compliant, and a light amount of force is sufficient to
maintain an airtight seal.

Internal Camera Mount
A slide rail is mounted to the floor of the housing, which is aligned with the glass window. Note that
both the slide rail and the window are offset from the center of the housing, to match the design of
most cameras. The slide rail is secured using o-ring sealed screws, and the heads of the screws
are powder coated with the rest of the housing, so the slide rail should be considered a permanent
installation.
In typical use a camera is mounted to a removable camera 'sled', which then is positioned along
and attached to a slide rail. The camera and sled are not included with the bare housing, but are
part of a 'Camera Package' when purchasing a complete system.
There are several camera sled designs, to suit a wide range of cameras. The camera sled includes
a standard ¼-20 thread screw to mate with a camera's recessed tripod mount. The bottom of the
sled is machined to precisely fit the slide rail. A screw on the sled locks the sled to the rail.
An adjustable 'stop' is installed on the slide rail, which can be repositioned as needed. The slot on
the camera sled will be retained under the curved surface of the stop, providing a positive stop,
and excellent repeatability should the camera need to be removed.
The sled can be removed with a camera attached, and subsequently replaced without affecting the
registration of the image. The tools needed to install a camera, the sled, and the stop are included
with the housing or camera system, and are selected to fit inside the housing for use in the field.
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The sled can be removed by loosening
the screw at the rear of the sled, which
rotates the orientation of the locking
nut, freeing it from the rail slot. The nut
may initially rotate freely during
installation, but it will soon 'catch', and
tighten securely. Conversely, after
loosening the nut by 1-2 turns, it may
take a slight amount of wiggling to
orient the nut for removal. The nut
does not ever need to be removed
from the screw, making it quick and
easy to remove and replace the
camera.
Once the camera lens has been adjusted for zoom and focus, and the lens switched to manual
focus, it is advisable to lock the camera rings in place using a low residue tape (gaffer tape for
instance). This will keep the focus and zoom from changing if touched in the future. The stop would
then be positioned to place the lens very close to the window, but not quite touching, to minimize
the potential for internal light reflections. The anti-reflective coating on the window will also help
minimize internal reflections.
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Cyclapse System Mounts
The Cyclapse housing can be purchased without mounts, but we have designed several mounts
that should be perfectly suited for most applications. Each of these mounts are finished to match
the Cyclapse housing.

Cyclapse Ball Head Mount
A low profile rigid ball head mount is great for applications where the mounting structure isn't
perfectly square, where an odd angle for the camera is required, or where the smallest mount must
be used. The ball stud may be attached in several different configurations, depending on the
requirements of the installation site.
The Cyclapse Ball Head Mount will attach to the bottom of the Cyclapse housing, using two
included ¼-20 screws. An L-Key tool is included.

The Cyclapse Ball Head Mount is not normally sold by
itself. There are three different variations for the final
attachment of the Cyclapse Ball Head Mount to a
structure; Bolt, Plate, or Pipe Cap. Please refer to the
following pages for details on those products.
This photo shows the Cyclapse Housing attached to
the Flat Plate Mounting Arm, via the Cyclapse Ball
Head Mount -Bolt.
The resulting assembly is bolted to a utility pole. The
assembly is easy to put together, and very rigid. Given
the nature of the ball head mount, there is no need to
use a leveling device nor spacers to compensate for a
leaning pole.
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Cyclapse Ball Head Mount – Bolt
Part # 000460, USD $128, 0.67 lbs [0.3 kg]
cyclapse.com/000460/drawing.pdf
cyclapse.com/000460/3D_drawing.pdf
The most basic attachment for the ball head mount is to bolt the aluminum ball stud directly to a
Mounting arm, or to an existing structure on the site. The thread on the ball stud is 3/8”-16.
The bolt and washers are included with this attachment option, along with L-Keys to secure the bolt
and ball head.
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Cyclapse Ball Head Mount – Plate
Part # 000694, USD $171, 1.39 lbs [0.59 kg]
cyclapse.com/000694/drawing.pdf
This attachment option includes a plate welded to the
ball stud, which can then be attached to a structure
using different methods. Both the plate and ball stud
are aluminum. Holes are provided in the plate which
can be used with screws to attach to a wood post or
wall, or bolt into a metal frame.
A pair of U-bolts are included, which can be used to
attach the plate along a pipe, as might be found on a
fence, a railing, or scaffolding. The U-bolts can work
with pipe as large as 2” in diameter, or using industry
terminology: NPS 1.5”, NM 40mm, or NM 40.8mm
scaffolding pipe.
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Cyclapse Ball Head Mount – Pipe Cap
Part # 000701, USD $189, 1.31 lbs [0.59 kg]
cyclapse.com/000701/drawing.pdf
A vertical pipe driven into the ground and
guyed with wires is a great place to mount
a time-lapse camera system. A pipe cap
attachment is available as a mounting
option. A stainless steel ball stud is
welded to a stainless cap. The assembly
may then be welded directly to a steel
pipe, or screws may be
drilled/tapped/inserted through the cap
and pipe.
The standard pipe cap attachment will
mount to NPS 1.5”, NM 40mm, or NM
40.8mm scaffolding pipe, but other sizes
can be provided.

Note that unlike the other attachment
options made from aluminum, the pipe
cap attachment is made from stainless
steel. This assembly can be welded to
any steel structure, not just pipe.
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Cyclapse Pan-Tilt Mount
Part # 000518, USD $195, 1.08 lbs [0.49 kg]
cyclapse.com/000518/drawing.pdf
The pan-tilt mount allows manual adjustment of the camera angle without concern for sideways tilt
(roll) during adjustment. If the application requires frequent re-orientation of the camera, the pan-tilt
mount is highly recommended. However, the pan-tilt mount is slightly less rigid than the ball head
mount, and may vibrate more in a strong wind.

Please note, this is NOT a
motorized pan-tilt mechanism.

The Cyclapse Pan-Tilt Mount is designed to
mount directly to the Cyclapse system
mounting arms, but it may be possible to
attach the pan-tilt mount directly to an
existing mechanical structure, such as a
parapet.

The Pan-Tilt mount requires some assembly before installation. The tapered pivots must be
attached to the housing, using the included thread-lock adhesive. Use several drops on the screw
thread, and tighten securely against the housing clamp blocks. The shape of the pivot does not
conform to any tool, so it should be secured very tightly by hand. Please let the adhesive cure for
at least 24 hours before assembling to the mount.
Please watch the following video for an overview of the assembly.
cyclapse.com/000518/000518_assy.mp4
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Solar Panel Ball Head Mount
Solar panels are very commonly used to power a low power time-lapse camera system. A solar
panel must be oriented toward the mid-day sun to gather the most available power, which can be
easily accomplished using this ball head mount. Cameras are often oriented so that the sun is
behind the camera to prevent lens flare, so the optimum solar panel orientation is commonly in
opposite directions. The Cyclapse system separates the camera housing mount from the solar
panel mount, to allow optimum orientation of each, and prevent wind on a solar panel from
affecting the camera.
A ball head mount is perfect for installing a small solar panel, as it allows for fast, easy alignment.
The Solar Panel Ball Head Mount will attach to the bottom of many commonly available solar
panels. The standard model is compatible with 10 watt solar panels from several manufacturers,
but Harbortronics can supply mounts for panels from 5–30 watts.

The Solar Panel Ball Head Mount is not normally sold by itself. There are three different variations
for the final attachment of the Solar Panel Ball Head Mount to a structure; Bolt, Plate, or Pipe Cap.
Please refer to the following pages for details on those products.
This photo shows the 10 watt solar panel
mounted to the Angle Plate Mounting Arm,
using the Solar Panel Ball Head Mount Bolt.
The assembly is then secured to a utility
pole through the use of two band clamps.
The resulting structure is very secure, yet
easy to assemble.
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10 Watt Solar Panel Ball Head Mount – Bolt
Part # 000130, USD $159, 1.86 lbs [0.84 kg]
cyclapse.com/000130/drawing.pdf
The simplest attachment for the solar panel ball head mount is to bolt the aluminum ball stud
directly to a mounting arm, or to an existing structure on the site. The thread on the ball stud is
3/8”-16.
The bolt and washers are included with this attachment option, along with L-Keys to tighten the bolt
and ball head.
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10 Watt Solar Panel Ball Head Mount – Plate
Part # 000698, USD $202, 1.94 lbs [0.88 kg]
cyclapse.com/000698/drawing.pdf
This attachment option includes a plate welded to the ball stud, which can then be attached to a
structure using a variety of different methods. Both the plate and ball stud are aluminum. Holes are
provided in the plate which can be used with screws to attach to a wood post or wall, or bolt into a
metal frame.
A pair of U-bolts are included, which can be used to attach the plate along a pipe, as might be
found on a fence, a railing, or scaffolding. The U-bolts can work with pipe as large as 2” in
diameter, or using industry terminology: NPS 1.5”, NM 40mm, or NM 40.8mm scaffolding pipe.
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10 Watt Solar Panel Ball Head Mount – Pipe Cap
Part # 000702, USD $220, 1.83 lbs [0.83 kg]
cyclapse.com/000702/drawing.pdf
The standard pipe cap attachment will mount to NPS 1.5”, NM 40mm, or NM 40.8mm scaffolding
pipe, but other sizes can be provided. Note unlike the other attachment options made from
aluminum, the pipe cap attachment is made from stainless steel. This assembly can be welded to
any steel structure, not just pipe.
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Mounting Arms
The Cyclapse mounting arms are very rigid, minimizing movement in even high winds. The
mounting arms are designed to work with the housing and solar panel attachments in the Cyclapse
system. The standard mounting arm length is 12 inches, but other lengths may be provided.
Holes are provided in each arm design to accommodate two different positions of the ball mount
stud, used for attaching the housing or solar panels. Pairs of small holes are provided for use with
cable ties, to secure solar panel power cables for instance.

Flat Plate Mounting Arm, 12”
Part # 000461: USD $145, 2.38 lbs [1.28 kg]
cyclapse.com/000461/drawing.pdf
The Flat Plate Mounting Arm can be attached directly to a wall, vertical or horizontal pipe. An array
of holes are provided for use with customer provided screws. U-bolts are included, which can be
also be used to attach the mounting arm to fence or scaffolding pipe, up to a diameter of 2”.

Angle Plate Mounting Arm, 12”
Part # 000688, USD $133, 2.18 lbs [0.99 kg]
cyclapse.com/000688/drawing.pdf
The Angle Plate Mounting Arm is designed to attach securely to round posts with diameters greater
than 2”, on the corner of wood posts, or even to the corner of buildings. Band clamps of up to 1”
width may be used, or screws may be driven through holes in the angle plates. Band clamps and
screws are not provided.
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Mounting Structures
The mounts and mounting arms show in the pages above are well suited for attaching the Cyclapse
housing and solar panels to existing structures. Buildings and utility poles are the most popular
structures for attaching camera systems for long term time-lapse. Many people have tried using
trees, but it's amazing how much trees will move in the wind, as well as daily and seasonal
movements as the 'plant' follows the sun.
There are applications that are located in areas without existing structures. In some cases a relatively
high elevation is required to capture a wide area. For these applications, a pole can be erected on
site, a lightweight tower (commonly used for radio antennas) can be guyed in place, or scaffolding
can be built.
Some applications may be so remote that building a structure is impractical. When backpacking a
camera into the back-country, the weight of the camera system is significant enough… carrying a
utility pole or tower is impossible. Even bringing tools to work with existing natural materials to build
a structure can be prohibitive. In most remote locations it's very difficult to get permission to disturb
the landscape and local materials may not be available or useful. Even in urban applications, it may
be impossible to get permission to drive bolts into building faces or rooftop parapets.
We have created a readily transportable, and highly rigid 'structure' for mounting the Cyclapse
housing and solar panel. We call this the Nested Tripod.

Tripod Variations
The Nested Tripod can be purchased alone, or with mounts for the Cyclapse and 10/20 watt solar
panels. It may be secured at the site using sand bags, rocks, ice screws, etc.
Part # 000920: USD $595, 18.2 lbs [8.25 kg]
https://cyclapse.com/static/media/product/Nested_Tripod_000920.pdf
The 'bare' Nested Tripod has ball
heads located at 46” and 35”
above the ground. It comes as a
set of color-coded poles and
hardware which can be carried to
the site and quickly assembled.
The product guide noted above
describes the Nested Tripod more
completely.
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“Nested Tripod with Cyclapse and Solar Panel Mounts”
Part # 000930: USD $784, 20.2 lbs [9.22 kg]
https://cyclapse.com/products/nested-tripodwith-cyclapse-and-solar-panel-mounts/
The addition of the Cyclapse mount and solar
panel mount make this the recommended
purchase option to work with the Cyclapse
housing and solar panel.

“Vertical Tripod with Cyclapse Mount”
Part # 000935: USD $474, xx lbs [xx kg]
https://cyclapse.com/products/vertical-tripodwith-cyclapse-mount/
A subset of the Nested Tripod is the Vertical
Tripod, where the solar panel central tripod is
not supplied. The Vertical tripod is optimized
for roof-top locations where AC mains power
or Ethernet/POE is available and preferred
over solar power. The single vertical tripod
allows a Cyclapse camera to be positioned on
a flat roof, at the right height to look over a
standard parapet wall.
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Background
Time-Lapse camera systems have classically made use of housings developed for other applications
which have imposed design limitations or create frustrations in actual use.
Most manufacturers of professional time-lapse camera equipment use surprisingly large housings
(21” long, 25 lbs) which were originally developed for industrial video cameras. Those housings were
designed with ventilation to cool old video cameras that drew large amounts of power. Time-lapse
applications on the other hand typically draw small amounts of power for brief periods of time, so
cooling air flow is not required. Having a vent means exchange of air with the outside, which must
be carefully considered. The moisture level inside the housing is dependent on the outside air
moisture and temperature. A housing that has a small amount of air flow can actually act as a
moisture pump as the air heats and cools over the day. A pinhole in an otherwise sealed housing can
actually creating standing water in the housing over a few weeks in the right conditions. If the vents
are large enough to exchange air, there will a concern for dust, insects, and other debris
accumulating on the camera lens, and electrical connections. Filters over the vents can address this,
but require occasional maintenance. Tightly knit filters impede airflow, so these housings incorporate
fans to ensure air movement. Fans of course draw more power, draining batteries more quickly,
which then require the use of larger solar panels. Even if moisture accumulation is addressed via
good ventilation, there is a concern for corrosion due to pollution, coastal area salt, and other difficult
environments. Even without vents, these large housings are impractical to seal, given long
overlapping seams at various angles. Their size and weight necessitate big, heavy mounts. The
generous interior space and forced airflow can lead to inefficient design practices as well (large,
power hungry, off-the-shelf electronics). Safety concerns generally dictate that these housings are
not allowed in hazardous environments. It would seem that these housings are poorly suited for timelapse applications.
The other housing type used for time-lapse is a rectangular metal or fiberglass housing designed for
electrical equipment. These housings can provide a clean, dry, safe environment for cameras and
associated time-lapse electronics, and indeed Harbortronics has made use of this type housing for
over a decade in its original Time-Lapse Package. These housings have design limitations for
internal and external mounts, and a limited selection which are suitable for high quality SLR camera
systems. Windows can be inserted, and mounts fabricated to suit various designs, but often the
designs are compromises to make use of an off-the-shelf housing.
The digital time-lapse camera market, although starting about 2002, is miniscule in scale compared
to the market for security cameras, game cameras, trail cameras, action cameras, and web/IP-cams.
The end use of time-lapse is very different than those other markets. In time-lapse, image quality is
paramount, second only to long term reliability. Professional time-lapse systems all use SLR cameras
to make use of the large sensors, as compared to network video cameras and all other camera
systems which use substantially smaller sensors. The larger sensors provide a substantial increase
in image quality, allowing for high resolution video presentations, and individual images may be be
printed in large formats. Installations are generally fixed in position for long periods of time, up to 5
years or more. Cost is of course a factor except on the largest, most extravagant construction
projects.
We know of no other available camera housings specifically designed to meet the needs of this small,
specialized market. The Cyclapse changes this!
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Examples of some installation methods
The system is quite new as of this publication, so most of the illustrations are simulated. However
we do have a photograph of a system installed on a utility pole. This installation shows the two
mounting arms, one with an angle plate great for use with band clamps, and another with a flat
plate, which can be used directly as shown, or with u-bolts on pipe. The solar panel is mounted in
an optimum position to catch the sun, while the camera is separately mounted and oriented. The
solar panel cable is secured on each arm, and the extra length is coiled and tucked away.
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This illustration shows a variety of ways to mount Cyclapse equipment to square wood posts.
Note the two mounting arm styles, which can be also be bolted into a flat wall, or outside corner of
a building.
The 'plate' attachment could be used on the top of walls, or any horizontal surface.
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This illustration shows some attachment methods to pipes.
Construction sites often have pipe structures nearby which can be convenient for camera
installation. A scaffold could be created into a tower for a camera for instance. Water storage tank /
towers may have a walkway railing. Fence posts could also be handy.
A pipe can be driven into the ground, and guyed with wire to make a quick and easy elevated
camera mast.
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This illustration shows the Cyclapse mounts used on a wood utility pole.
Note that the flat mount arm or the pole mount arms can be used on a wood pole. On a metal pole,
the pole mount arm would be used with band clamps.
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